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Neo is a boy who grew up in a family with little money. He is a respectful boy who cares a lot.
Lethabo grew up in a family with a lot of money. But, he does not have respect and is not considerate.
Neo and Lethabo go to the same school. Neo goes to school on foot, while Lethabo goes by car.
Lethabo does not listen to his parents and teacher at school. He likes to tease and bully other children.
One day when Lethabo’s parents were taking him to school, they met Neo walking to school.
They gave Neo a lift to school. Neo greeted them respectfully and introduced himself.
Lethabo’s parents were so surprised to see a child as polite as Neo. They wished to see if Lethabo could be like Neo.
Lethabo’s parents wanted Lethabo and Neo to build a friendship so that Lethabo could learn good manners from Neo. They started taking Neo to school and back home every day.
Neo started making friends with Lethabo. Because Lethabo had no manners, he continued to insult Neo with harsh words. Neo was patient. He saw that Lethabo could change and could become a child that listens and respects people.
Lethabo ended up being friends with Neo, and Lethabo became a respectful child who respected other children’s rights. His parents were very happy and thanked Neo.
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